
New NWA crime lab in Lowell to open in July 

It has been almost year since Governor Asa Hutchinson announced plans to establish a new crime lab in 

Northwest Arkansas. By the end of July, the 10,000 square foot building in Lowell will be filled with 149 

lab chemists, scientists and analysts – dedicated exclusively to analyzing some 23,000 drug cases every 

year in Arkansas. 

 

New Oregon State Police crime lab up and running 

Calvin Davis is the forensic scientist in charge of the lab at 612 Airport Road, practically next door to the 

local command for Oregon State Police and the headquarters of the Pendleton Police Department. He 

said the building is a significant upgrade from the old office space on the 700 block of Southwest 

Emigrant Avenue. 

 

Tarrant County DA’s Office Has Dismissed More Than 200 Marijuana Possession Cases This Month 

Dallas Police tell CBS 11, chiefs of police from throughout Dallas County met with the DA this week to 

discuss this and that they are currently identifying procedural changes needed to address the new laws. 

 

DNA Evidence Backlog At State Crime Labs Cut By Nearly Half In 2019 

The DNA backlogs have been hotly debated since it was reported in 2015 that there were 6,000 

untested sexual assault kits in Wisconsin. Former state attorney General Brad Schimel vowed to speed 

up DNA analysis at the state’s crime labs by increasing funding for the labs and contracting with testing 

centers in other states. In September 2018, Schimel claimed the state’s backlog of untested sexual 

assault kits had been eliminated. 

 

Guns are often obtained just days before a crime, study finds 

A new study co-authored by University of Chicago scholar Harold Pollack examines the time elapsed 

between the acquisition of a gun and when it was used in a crime. According to the research, the 

median duration of this so-called last link was just two months. In many cases, the gun was obtained no 

more than five days before an arrest. 

 

North Dakota Crime Lab Understaffed in 2018, State Audit Suggests Solutions 

When the cuts were made, the lab had a record-high turnaround time for DNA: over 200 days. Now 

they’re down to 116, and Stenehjem hopes with the new Analyst starting July 1st, they can get the 

turnaround time down to 30 or 60 days. 

 

Battle Creek police using new 3-D crime scene mapping system 

Department crime technicians have been training this week on a Faro 360 Scanner, which will be used at 

the scenes of serious injury or fatal traffic crashes and major crime scenes, according to Crime Lab 

Supervisor Todd Rathjen. 

 

Police continue to track digital evidence after arrest in the death of student Mackenzie Lueck 

Salt Lake City Police Chief Mike Brown said Lueck and Ajayi had exchanged messages the day before 

Lueck went missing, and Brown emphasized the importance of digital forensic evidence in the ongoing 

investigation. 
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SeaTac man guilty of 1987 murders solved with DNA technique 

A genealogist used a public DNA site, GEDMatch, to help build a family tree for the suspect based on 

DNA from a crime scene. Her research pointed to Talbott. 

 

State police lab takes step toward providing breath test evidence 

The embattled state police lab tasked with testing and oversight of Breathalyzer tests received a 

national accreditation Wednesday, moving it a step closer to presenting evidence against drunk drivers 

in court proceedings. 

Increased DNA Technology Leads To Useless DNA, More Testing And Bigger Backlog 

Police and prosecutors are failing to exercise discretion when submitting DNA evidence for testing to the 

Illinois State Police crime lab, contributing to a massive testing backlog that delays justice for crime 

victims, keeps defendants locked in jail and makes it harder for Chicago police to solve crimes, according 

to experts. 

 

Local man rapes 14-year-old girl; behind bars two years later after rape kit goes untested 

"We discovered that a rape kit had not been taken care of since 2017, so we sent it off to the lab, we 

reopened the case, and we developed a suspect that had been named in the initial report," said 

Toppenish Police Captain Dave Johnson. 

 

Marlene Rose’s murder went unsolved for 8 years while a rape kit with her killer’s DNA sat untested; in 

Mass., hundreds of kits remain untested still 

A rape kit collected five years before Rose’s killing, in 1997, contained DNA that matched the saliva 

collected from Rose’s body. That rape kit was never tested. 

 

Richard Mille to Deploy Crime-Fighting Technology Using Forensic Science 

Luxury Swiss watch manufacturer, Richard Mille, is the first in New York State – and fourth in USA – to 

deploy the Intruder Spray System (from SelectaDNA), which utilizes forensic science to reduce burglary, 

robbery and high-value theft by a documented range of 40 to 86 percent. 

 

New Forensic Tool Uses Single Hair to Identify Perpetrators 

Historically, analysis of hair samples has been fraught with far more controversy than crime shows might 

lead someone to believe. In 2013, the FBI, responding to the exoneration of three men whose hair-

based convictions did not align with DNA evidence, announced what was lauded as a "historic" and 

"unprecedented" partnership with the U.S. Department of Justice, the Innocence Project, and the 

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. The collaboration reopened an investigation into 

prior criminal convictions that had been decided, at least in part, by forensic analysis of hair. 

 

Breakthrough forensic ID method can be applied to any strand of hair on the body 

Building on a novel forensic approach that analyses proteins in head hair, scientists from Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory's (LLNL) Forensic Science Center (FSC) and Michigan State University have 

established that it's possible to identify a person from a single hair taken from anywhere on the human 

body. 
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Cyber-attack hits police forensic work 

Ransomware is a computer virus that prevents users from accessing their system or personal files and 

demands ransom payment in order to unlock access. 

 

Purdue makes the case for forensic entomology 

“Purdue’s new concentration is unique,” said Stamper, “because it is the first formal area of 

concentration in forensic entomology ever worldwide. Nobody has ever done this before. There have 

been other classes taught in forensic entomology, but they’ve never had a formalized program that is 

entirely focused on it.” 

 

Exhibit A’s Director on Breaking Down Junk Science in Netflix's New Series 

In many ways, Exhibit A is the opposite of what a true crime show has come to mean. In Netflix’s new 

documentary series, blood and gore is minimal, if it exists at all. The cases it rehashes aren’t cold. In the 

episode I saw, no one even got hurt during the crime—the episode looked at armed robberies, but the 

gun never went off. There was no new evidence to introduce, new witnesses to find, or new theories to 

speculate about. And for director Kelly Loudenberg, fairness became more of her subject than murder. 

 

Cook County medical examiner earns international accreditation 

The Cook County medical examiner's office has received accreditation for forensic testing and forensic 

inspection from the American National Standards Institute -- American Society of Quality National 

Accreditation Board, officials announced Thursday. 

 

George Powell gets new trial, conviction vacated by appeals court 

The court said in its ruling that “the State failed timely disclose impeachment information regarding the 

jailhouse informant, Demetric Smith. In addition, the trial court find that the State told Smith that his 

testimony in this case would be taken into consideration in disposition on his own pending charges, a 

fact that was not disclosed to the defense.” 

 

APD receives grant to speed up rape kit testing processes 

Just over a year ago, the Austin Police Department was backlogged with thousands of rape kits, some 

dating back into the 1990's. "We've gotten all those DNA reports back and now we've sent the DNA 

reports to the department of public safety which is our partnering lab, at the cap lab which is our CODIS 

provider. 

 

Tight security as forensic investigators crack animal crime cases 

Packages containing remains of dead mammals, birds, reptiles and crime scene evidence are put 

through a scanner before being admitted to the inner sanctum of the state-of-the-art Crime Scene 

Investigation facility in Ashland belonging to the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). 
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